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CorAnet Corp. Awarded 2016 Corrections Market Partner of the
Year by Axis Communications
Axis recognized CorAnet’s performance and collaboration with partner award
New York, NY – March 7, 2017 – CorAnet Corp. has been named the 2016 Corrections
Market Partner of the Year by Axis Communications. Coranet is a national IT integrator with
expertise in LAN/WAN infrastructure, physical security and data integrity. Axis
Communications, the market leader in network video, announced these annual awards to top
channel, software and technology partners at its 11th annual Axis Connect & Converge
Conference (ACCC) in Tucson, Arizona.
CorAnet received this honor for its exemplary dedication to solutions that exceed the
expectations of key clients. Partnering with Axis, CorAnet won this award through:
• Rapid procurement of 10,000+ security cameras for six facilities throughout a major
municipality’s correction system. The new cameras provided this city with major benefits,
including:
o vastly improved performance of equipment, offering security for everyone in the
penal system
o facial recognition and motion detection capabilities
o better monitoring of penal facilities through a central network, anywhere in a
secure municipal location
• Turnkey solutions for cameras at commercial offices and retail branches. We have
provided design for logistics, equipment management, deployment preparation,
installation and just-in-time inventory management for clients.
“CorAnet would like to thank Axis Communications for this honor,” said Margaret Marcucci,
CEO & President of CorAnet Corp. “We value our ongoing partnership with Axis and the
opportunity to improve the lives of citizens and workers in some of the largest population centers
in the U.S.”
“Axis partners are not only part of the industry’s largest professional network, but are also an
extension of our team,” said Larry Newman, senior director of sales, Axis Communications, Inc.
“It is an honor to bring together the top companies in our industry at our annual conference and
recognize those strong relationships and shared sense of leadership in providing innovative
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security and business solutions. CorAnet is a company that is truly leading the way to a smarter
and safer world for all.”

About CorAnet Corp.
CorAnet Corp. is a technology services company that provides enterprise, government and midmarket organizations with a wide range of extremely dependable, cost-effective and first-rate
infrastructure services. CorAnet has evolved from our roots in telecommunications to providing
comprehensive services “at the Core of our clients’ networks” through a full suite of technology
solutions - Voice, Video, Data and Security. For the first time in 20016, Inc. Magazine included
CorAnet in its ranking of the 5,000 fastest growing companies in America.
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